ALPHAS

200 - 800 - 1600 - 4K - 9K - 18K
Since 1992, K5600 Lighting has been creating innovative lighting systems for the film, TV and photographic world. For 25 years, the company has been introducing such iconic lights as the Jokers and the Alphas but also unique accessories such as the Softube and the Bug A Beam adapter for Jo Leko. Over the years K5600 has remained a human size company driven by passion and service. Today, K5600 Lighting is presenting a totally redesigned Joker range with improvements to make them even better, but also features such as Wireless DMX and quick & easy switch to tungsten.

The Fresnel range of K5600 Lighting has been known for many years for its ability to be operated pointing straight down without creating any damage to the unit. But the Alpha Concept also provides an incredible quality of light and shadows, a great output and a wide even beam. The unique Quartz reflector is the key of this light quality. It gives a very natural light effect and, with a reflection index of 97%, its performance is higher by 10% compared to regular aluminum reflectors. Taking up to 1200°C, the combination of this incredible material with the air ventilation system of the Alpha makes it possible to use these units pointing straight down without creating safety issues. The Alpha is also appreciated for its versatility.

When K5600 first marketed the Alpha 4K in 2002, it was the only Fresnel fixture with a removable Fresnel lens, offering an Open Eye option. Today, the Alpha line is still the only one which offers this ability. As versatility is one a K5600 priority, the system has been improved with the creation of dedicated accessories such as the Spacebeam and rings to adapt special Chimera light banks. The compactness and light weight of the Alphas have also made the reputation of these units. As with the Joker-Bug line, the idea was to manufacture handy equipment. The goal was achieved: Alphas are the shallowest and lightest Fresnel units on the market.
### 200W

**Alpha 200 Kit includes**: included: Alpha 200 + bulb (5600K or 3200K), Electronic Hi Speed and Wi-Fi Ballast, Barndoor, Fresnel lens, 7,50m Extension, Fly Case.

**HEAD**
- **Alpha 200**: WEIGHT / SIZES: 2.00 Kg – 18 x 18 x 22 cm

**LAMP TYPE**: GZ 9.5-200W LCL UV Block single ended (5600K or 3200K)

**BEAM ANGLE**: 6 – 60° (90° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 16mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 128 mm (DOP Snapbag)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 5.5"

**KIT WEIGHT / SIZES**: depending configuration

### 800W

**Alpha 800 Kit includes**: included: Alpha 800 + bulb (5600K or 3200K), Electronic Hi Speed and Wi-Fi Ballast, Barndoor, Fresnel lens, 7,50m Extension, Fly Case.

**HEAD**
- **Alpha 800**: WEIGHT / SIZES: 5.50 Kg – 23 x 30 x 34 cm

**LAMP TYPE**: G22-800W UV Block single ended (5600K or 3200K)

**BEAM ANGLE**: 6 – 60° (110° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 16mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 197 mm (DOP Snapbag)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 7-3/4"

**KIT WEIGHT / SIZES**: 21.5 Kg – 58.5 x 39 x 30cm

### 1600W

**Alpha 1600 Kit includes**: included: Alpha 1600 + bulb (5600K or 3200K), Electronic Hi Speed and Wi-Fi Ballast, Barndoor, Fresnel lens, 7,50m Extension, Fly Case.

**HEAD**
- **Alpha 1600**: WEIGHT / SIZES: 9.30 Kg – 46 x 39 x 60 cm

**LAMP TYPE**: G22-1600W UV Block single ended

**BEAM ANGLE**: 6 – 60° (90° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 16 & 28mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 270 mm (CHIM9235)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 10"

**KIT WEIGHT / SIZES**: 31 Kg – 59 x 47 x 37cm

### 2.5 / 4KW

**Alpha 4v2 Kit includes**: included: Alpha 2.5/4K, Electronic Hi Speed Ballast, Barndoor, Spot Fresnel lens, Flood Fresnel lens, 15m Extension.

**HEAD Alpha 2.5/4KW**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 20.40 Kg – 58 x 34 x 62 cm (23.60 Kg with lens)

**LAMP TYPE**: G38 – 2.5 or 4kw single ended

**BEAM ANGLE**: 5 – 60° (97° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 28mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 410 mm (CHIM9365)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 16"

**BALLAST**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 17 Kg – 27 x 24.5 x 44.5cm

### 6 / 9KW

**Alpha 6/9K Kit includes**: included: Alpha 6/9K, 2.5/4/6/9Kw Electronic Hi Speed Ballast, Barndoor, Fresnel lens, 10m Extension.

**HEAD Alpha 6/9K**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 34 Kg – 65 x 45 x 76.5 cm (39 Kg with lens)

**LAMP TYPE**: GX38 – 6 or 9Kw single ended

**BEAM ANGLE**: 8 – 60° (97° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 28mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 510 mm (CHIM9435)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 19.5"

**BALLAST**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 24.8 Kg – 31 x 26 x 46.5cm

### 12 / 18KW

**Alpha 12/18K Kit includes**: included: Alpha 12/18K, 6/9/12/18Kw Elect. Hi Speed Ballast, Barndoor, Fresnel lens, Clear lens, 15m Extension.

**HEAD Alpha 12/18K**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 50 Kg – 95 x 58 x 98 cm (62 Kg with lens)

**LAMP TYPE**: S30 - 12 or 18Kw Double ended

**BEAM ANGLE**: 6 – 60° (90° without Lens)

**MOUNTING**: 28mm (diameter)

**BARNDOOR DIAMETER / SPEEDRING**: 735 mm (CHIM9435)

**SCRIM SIZE**: 29"

**BALLAST**
- WEIGHT / SIZES: 42 Kg – 44 x 32 x 48cm